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Tribute to Jean Lavorel (1928–2021), an outstanding experimenter and a brilliant theorist of photosynthesis
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Here, we pay tribute to Jean Lavorel (16 March 1928–12 January 2021), a pioneer of the ‘Light Reactions of Photosynthesis’ (see Fig. 1). He was known not only for his ingenuity in devising new instruments but in thoroughly analyzing all the available data theoretically and mathematically – mostly all by himself. He measured, elegantly, oxygen evolution and light given off by photosynthetic organisms, both prompt and delayed chlorophyll fluorescence. He ingeniously used these data to understand how light energy is converted to chemical energy in natural systems. We present below a summary of his life and research. For further information, we refer to de Kouchkovsky (2022).

Prologue

Jean Lavorel was born in a village in France near Grenoble; he studied science as well as humanities, earning high-school degrees in both. In 1947, he was accepted at the Institut National Agronomique (INA, now AgroParisTech), an engineering school accessible by highly competitive examination. After graduation, he was briefly at the Versailles center of the Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique pour l'Agriculture, l'Alimentation et l'Environnement (INRAE, formerly INRA). Then, he worked at the renowned Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique (IBPC) in Paris, where he obtained his doctorate on ‘Photoinhibition of catalase in chloroplasts’ (Lavorel 1956). During 1955–1957, Jean was a Rockefeller fellow at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), working in the ‘Photosynthesis Project’ with the topmost authorities on the Light Reactions of Photosynthesis: Robert Emerson (1903–1959) and Eugene Rabinowitch (1898–1973).

Research

The 1950s–1960s: Right after his 1956 Doctorat d'Etat, on catalase, mentioned above, Jean's first research involved an understanding of how the concentration of fluorophores
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(e.g., fluorescein) affects its absorption and excitation spectra (Lavorel 1957). The idea of dimers was explored as it seems that it may be related to chlorophylls \textit{in vivo}. Soon thereafter, Lavorel (1959) studied chlorophyll (Chl) \textit{a} fluorescence transient, the Kautsky effect, and correctly labeled its phases as ‘O’ (for ‘origin’), ‘P’ (for ‘peak’), and ‘S’ (for ‘steady state’); for a discussion, see Govindjee (1995). Also, he carefully examined the heterogeneity of chlorophyll \textit{a} fluorescence \textit{in vivo} through its emission spectra (Lavorel 1962), and its excitation and polarization spectra (Lavorel 1964). Soon thereafter, Jean provided a novel way to measure the ‘O’ (minimum fluorescence, F\textsubscript{o}) and ‘P’ (maximum fluorescence F\textsubscript{p} or F\textsubscript{m}), by using an ingenious ‘stop-and-flow’ method for algal suspensions (Lavorel 1965). During the late 1960s, he happily collaborated with Jacques Garnier and Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky in examining photosynthetic mutants they had screened by their fluorescence properties from unicellular green algae (Garnier et al. 1968). With Henk de Klerk, in Martin Kamen's laboratory (Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, also in Laboratoire de Photosynthèse, Gif-Sur-Yvette), he further determined the effect of age on fluorescence from anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria (de Klerk et al. 1969); this was done with Govindjee (an author of this tribute), and the results were attributed to age-related switching from cyclic to noncyclic electron flow pathway. (For a tribute to Martin Kamen, see Govindjee and Blankenship 2021.)

The 1970s: When Rajni Govindjee and Govindjee visited Jean Lavorel from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA (UIUC), they, together with Jean-Marie Briantais, examined Chl \textit{a} fluorescence transients in wet and dry heptane-extracted chloroplasts and discovered that in the latter case, variable Chl \textit{a} fluorescence disappears – which was later useful in proving that absorption changes due to ‘P\textsubscript{m}’ (reaction center of PSII) were not a fluorescence artifact (Govindjee et al. 1970a,b). Soon thereafter, together with Pierre Joliot, Lavorel presented his theoretical and analytical ‘connected model’ of Emerson and Arnold’s ‘photosynthetic unit’ (Lavorel and Joliot 1972). It was in the mid-1970s that Lavorel’s interest turned to understanding the phenomenon of delayed light emission (luminescence, DLE) in algae (Étienne and Lavorel 1975, Lavorel 1975) and chloroplasts of plants (Haveman and Lavorel 1975). In addition, Lavorel (1976a) provided a new mathematical analysis of the oxygen-evolving system and presented an alternative model to that proposed by Bessel Kok for the same (Lavorel 1976b). The latter was followed by a thorough analysis of anomalies, especially obtained by the addition of uncouplers of phosphorylation (Lavorel and Lemasson 1976). Jean was always analytical and thorough.

The 1980s: Studies on DLE in algae were extended by Lavorel (1980) under conditions where the electron transport was blocked by diuron (DCMU) on the electron acceptor side of PSII, thus providing new insights on multiple processes involved in the slow components of this light emission (Lavorel and Dennery 1982). However, one of the most important contributions of Lavorel was when he exploited a Monte Carlo method for simulating kinetic models for photosynthesis (Lavorel 1986). In addition, Jean and his research group helped in understanding the effect of the 33-kDa protein on the mechanism of oxygen evolution through the so-called S-state cycle, establishing the key role of this protein (see Miyao et al. 1987); this was aided by the use of the subchloroplast particles (Seibert and Lavorel 1983). In addition, Jean even ventured into understanding the interaction between photosynthesis and respiration in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria (Lavorel et al. 1989).

The 1990s: This was a period of tremendous analysis and questioning of the information in the literature including his own. Lavorel (1991) discussed, in depth, what had been known as ‘sigma analysis’ for flash-induced oxygen evolution. Further, Lavorel (1992) improved the existing techniques and determined more precisely and rapidly the time of the release of oxygen in photosynthesis; thanks to a new instrument he had designed, which allowed direct deposition of chloroplasts and algal cells on the cathode by centrifugation.

Epilogue

Although Jean Lavorel made many new instruments, with many new ideas, of which several could have been patented, in his career, he did not bother with them. However, we mention just one exception: an apparatus that could easily measure the presence of intact photosynthetic organisms in aquatic environments by chlorophyll luminescence; it was patented in 1987.

To complement this brief overview, we refer the readers to reminiscences on Jean Lavorel by several of his colleagues or students, available in de Kouchkovsky (2022): Govindjee Govindjee, Jaap Haveman, Pierre Joliot, Ismael Moya, Pierre Sebban, André Verméglio, and Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky, without forgetting the affectionate testimony of his daughter Véronique. We add here two messages, one from Győző Garab (one of the authors), and the other from Péter Maróti (also from Szeged, Hungary). Garab recalled his vivid memories from the years of his early scientific career, when he had an opportunity to show his results to the world-famous scientist, Jean Lavorel, during his short visit, in 1978, to Szeged; he also cherishes memories of the Gif-sur-Yvette seminars which he attended during his fellowship in Pierre Joliot’s lab (in Paris) and in Saclay, France. On the other hand, Maróti wrote: ‘Jean Lavorel had a deep impact at the beginning of my career, through his invitation to me, in 1976, to the Laboratoire de Photosynthèse in Gif-sur-Yvette (France), and by his own visit, in 1978, in Hungary’. Maróti added: ‘Lavorel had amazing talent to manage a large research center and to pave the way for the younger generation. During my stay, I learned two French expressions from him, both characteristic of his unique personality. The first is ‘bricolage’ (‘do-it-yourself’), and indeed, he followed it himself. The second is ‘effet tiroir’ (‘drawer effect’), \textit{i.e.}, a manuscript should be kept in a
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